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A cylindrical rod composed of a uniform mixture of single-wall carbon nanotubes and alumina
powders dissolved in paraffin was inserted in the center of a radio frequency cavity. The com-
plex dielectric constant of carbon tubes at various frequencies was measured by a resistance-
inductance-capacitance (RLC) meter and a microwave network analyzer. The cylindrical rod benefits
the protection of the sample from adsorbing moisture and preventing the rod from filling with air,
thus making accuracy experiment values. The real part and the imaginary part of the dielectric con-
stants of single-wall carbon nanotubes are, respectively, increase and decrease in magnitudes as
frequency increases satisfactorily in complying with the portray from the free electron Drude model.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In 1991,1 Iijima first observed multi-wall carbon nanotubes
(MWCNT) which are rolls of multiple graphene sheets
with outside diameters of 10 ∼ 20 nm. Two years later,
Iijima2 and Bethune3 discovered single-wall carbon nano-
tubes (SWCNT) with diameters of 1∼ 3 nm. The crystallo-
graphs are usually defined by the two dimensional chircal
vector Ch, which can be decomposed into the unit vectors
�a and �b of the basic bezene cells by �Ch = n�a+m�b where
m, n are integers. The single-wall CNT behaves metal-
lic or semiconducting depending on whether m−n = 3q
or not, where q is an integer. Four electrons interacting
between two channels within the unit cell of CNTs imply-
ing two units of quantum conductance G = 2G0 = 4e2/h
result in a resistivity of 4.2 k� (Ref. [4]) for SWCNT and
190 k� for MWSCNT,5 respectively. Detailed analysis at
low temperatures illustrated the SWCNT has a long-range
electron density function inheriting with the 1D Luttinger
liquid conducting transport.6 In succinct, owing to the
low density of states, the conduction transport of SWCNT
approaches to be ballistic, in which the electron moves
without occurring scattering with impurities or phonons.

The dielectric constants of CNTs decisively determine
their pragmatic applications in electro optics, while have
rarely been reported because of their high absorption to
electromagnetic waves and so tiny to be measured by tradi-
tional method. The high microwave-field absorption of the
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metallic SWCNTs excludes employing conventional meth-
ods by inserting a powder-pressed thin disk in a microwave
guide to determine the dielectric constant just by mea-
suring the attenuation and phase delay of the penetrated
waves. In our previous works,7�8 we have proposed a novel
method of measuring the dielectric constants of metallic
nanoparticles by using a microwave dielectric resonator.
The metallic nanoparticles were mixed with alumina pow-
der and paraffin to form a rod. The resonant frequency
and Q factor were measured at the spectral TM010 mode
to derive the complex dielectric constant. Although spher-
ical alumina particles can be closely stacked, whilst 30%
of the volume in the pressed rod was still unfilled. This
empty cells are usually occupied by water molecules in a
humidity environment, resulting in a serious absorption of
microwave fields. The microwave absorption due to mois-
ture absorbed in the alumina powder and the air embedded
in the particles adversely impacts the possibility for accu-
rately determining the dielectric constants. Therefore the
powder mixed with paraffin can disperse the absorption of
moisture.

Dielectric constants specify the response of the dipole
displacement in an external applied field in terms of ion
and electron motions. Incident electromagnetic (EM) fields
of different frequencies cause different responses from ions
and electrons. As the size of the metal films or particles
declines, the mean free path becomes constrained by sur-
face scattering. Classical size effect,9 which affects the
dielectric constant, occurs as the metal film thickness or
the particle size becomes smaller than or similar to, the
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mean free path l of the carriers inside the metal. Quan-
tum size effect arises as the particle size decreases further
below the Bohr radius10�11 where the continuous conduc-
tion band becomes discrete. The dielectric constants of
nanosized SWCNTs closely controlled by the quantum
size effect inheriting to their sizes, length, and structures.

2. MICROWAVE TM MODES AND
THE Q FACTORS

A dielectric resonator (DR) that is composed of alumina
powder with a high dielectric constant can significantly
reduce the cavity volume and yield a high quality Q-factor.
The construction detail of the DR is sketched in Figure 1
where a cylindrical rod of diameter b that comprises a
mixture of metallic SWCNTs, alumina powder and paraf-
fin with an effective dielectric constant �2 is installed into
the center of a copper-made cavity that has an inner diam-
eter d. The electromagnetic fields propagating inside the
cavity can be solved from Maxwell’s equations with proper
boundary conditions. The TM010 mode has the advantages
of a lowest resonant frequency that is independent of cav-
ity length L and is easily identifiable. The TM010 mode
is exploited because stronger electric fields are presented
near the axis than those of the TE010 mode, resulting in a
higher sensitivity on account of metallic absorption.

For a cylindrical cavity with a longitudinal coordinate
along the z axis and having an azimuthal radius r , the reso-
nant frequency for the TM010 mode can be solved from the
boundary conditions to give the secular determinant12�13
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The m-th order Bessel functions are in forms of Jm��r�
and Ym��r� for h = �, and in forms of modified Bessel
functions such as Im��r� and Km��r� for h= j�. The final
solutions of the EM fields within the dielectric rod (for
r < b) and between the air space (b < r < d) of the cavity
are, respectively [14]:
for r < b,

Ez2 = C2J0��2r� (2)

for b < r < d,

Ez3 = �C2X�J0��3r�+ �C2Y �Y0��3r� (3)

Fig. 1. The dimensions of the cylindrical cavity and sample rod.

In addition to the measurement of the resonant fre-
quency to derive the real part of the dielectric constant �,
we also measure the quality factor Q to derive the loss tan-
gent and the imaginary part of �. The total energy stored
in the cavity is

WT = �0�r2

2

∫ ∣∣EZ2

∣∣2dV2 +
�0

2

∫ ∣∣EZ3

∣∣2dV3 (4)

where �r2 and �0 are the real parts of the dielectric con-
stants of the inner rod and the outside air gap, respectively.

To measure the real and imaginary parts of the dielec-
tric constants at low frequency alternate-current (ac), two
metallic discs construction an RLC tank, we have

�r =
CL

�0�R
2
� �i =

)

��0

(5)

with Q = wC

G
= w�r�0

)
��i =

�r

Q
(6)

where ) is the conductivity, C is the capacitance, L is the
inductance, R is the resistance measured from the RLC
meter. To immunize from radiation loss, the tank resonator
was wrapped by an alumni foil.

The quality factors Q0 and QL are the unloaded cavity Q
factors containing, respectively, without and with external
wirings such as the transmission-line connector and the
antenna. The Q0 can be expressed as

1
Q0

= Pc +Pd +PSWCNT +Pr

� ·Wr

= 1
Qc

+ 1
Qd

+ 1
QSWCNT

+ 1
Qr
(7)

where Qc is the conducting loss of the copper wall, Qd is
the dielectric loss from paraffin and alumina, QSWCNT is
the loss from the SWCNTs, and Qr is the radiation loss.
The QL can be directly measured from the –3 db position
of the transmission spectra as given by QL = �f0/f2 − f1�.
The unloaded Q0 is simply derived from the formula15 as
Q0 = QL

1−
S21�f0�
 =
QL

1−10−IL�db�/20 , where IL(db) is the inserting
loss, which can be directly read from the network analyzer.
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The dielectric losses of the SWCNTs are given by

QSWCNT = �×W

PSWCNT

= � ·�0 ·�eff

) · f = �eff

�i · f
= WT

f W2

1
tan-SWCNT

= WT

f W2

�2r

�2i

(8)

where �2i is the imaginary part of the effective dielec-
tric constant, which is contributed mostly from SWCNTs.
The QSWCNT can be derived from the difference of sepa-
rated measurements including without and with metallic
nanoparticles such as

1
QSWCNT

� 1
Q02

− 1
Q01

(9)

where Q01 and Q02 are defined for including without and
with the SWCNTs.

3. DEDUCTION OF THE DIELECTRIC
CONSTANT OF SWCNTs FROM SEVERAL
COMPONENTS

The dielectric constant of SWCNTs is derived from the
effective value of the total mixture by the effective medium
approximation (EMA) as given by16

fA
�A−�eff

�A+2�eff

+ fB
�B−�eff

�B+2�eff

+ fC
�C −�eff

�C +2�eff

= 0 (10)

where fi and �i are the volume ratio and dielectric constant
of the i-th component, and �eff is the effective value of the
mixture. The EM fields are concentrated in the dielectric
rod where the � of the alumina component is high. To
retain the high quality factor, the volume ratio of SWCNTs
should be below 1% otherwise the Q is too low to analyze
the resonant spectrum.

The SWCNTs were purchased commercially from Shen-
zhen Nanotech Port Co., Limited with specifications of
ranges of diameters: <2 nm; tube lengths: 5 ∼ 15 �m;
purity of carbons: �90%; purity of SWCNTs: >80 %;
ash contents: �2 wt%; special surface area: 600 m2/g, and
amorphous carbons: <5%. The single wall was checked
by the high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM)17 and the Raman spectroscopy as shown in
Figures 2 and 3, respectively. The cross section view of
the inset clearly shows the single-wall wrapped CNT. The
graphite G band in the Raman spectrum is much stronger
than the defect (D) band and the presence of the weak
spectra at 100∼ 300 cm−1 as shown in Figure 3 both advo-
cate features of single wall CNTs.

The sample rod, is prepared by first melting the paraf-
fin in a mold to a desired inner diameter, from which,
the mixed alumina and SWCNTs at a known weight ratio
is poured and uniformly mixed in the mold. It is slowly
cooled, then the cylindrical rod is extruded from the mold
and is cut into a proper length. To exploite the effective

5 nm 5 nm

Fig. 2. The HRTEM showing he single wall carbon nanotube, the cross
sectional view as sketched in the inset indicates the single wall wrapped
CNT with a polygon at the other end.

medium theory, an accurate determination of the density
of SWCNTs is required, We used the buoyancy method,
by which a known weight of calcite was gradually poured
into a glass filled with distilled water, in which a known
weight of SWCNTs was embedded. When the densities of
water and the SWCNTs become equal, the sinked CNTs
will be floated. Repeat measurements yield a density of
1.37 g/cm3 for this sample which strictly agrees with
the theoretical calculation18 expressing between 1.33 ∼
1.4 g/cm3 for arm-chair, chiral and zigzag SWCNTs. Typ-
ical S21 transmission spectra were measured by an Anritsu
37347A network analyser.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The densities of paraffin, alumina, and SWCNT are firstly
determined to be 0.9021, 3.97, and 1.37 g/cm3, respec-
tively, before applying the EMA theory. The TM010 mode
is identified by which the characterizing resonance line
does not shift when the cavity length is changed. The
dielectric constants and the loss tangents of paraffin as
derived from the resonant frequency and the Q-factor of
the S21 spectra are 2.268± 0.004 and 220× 10−4, respec-
tively. Figures 4 and 5 provide the real and imaginary parts

Fig. 3. The Raman spectrum showing the weak D-line and strong
G-line, and the much weaker RBM lines for characterizing the SWCNTs.
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Fig. 4. The real parts of the dielectric constant for SWCNTs at various
frequencies.

Fig. 5. The imaginary parts of the dielectric constant for SWCNTs at
various frequencies.

of � for SWCNTs derived from the EMA theory for the
rod composed of paraffin and alumina. The increase and
decrease of the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric
constant as the frequency increases are qualitatively follow
the free electron Drude model.

To our knowledge, no data concern the dielectric con-
stants of SWCNTs at microwave frequencies is avail-
able for comparison. In this work, a microwave dielectric
resonator, which can be easily detached from the cav-
ity for changing the mixture of SWCNTs and alumina
powders was designed to measure the complex dielectric
constant of SWCNTs from the resonant frequency and
quality factors of its spectrum. It is still premature to
identify a deterministic value of the dielectric constant
of various kinds of CNTs, because it intimately depends

on the accurate determination of the numbers of wrapped
sheets, radius, length, surface oxidation, and molecu-
lar defects. The microwave absorption crucially embod-
ied in the metallic behavior of the material, making it
extremely difficult to determine the imaginary part. The
darkish appearance of many different metallic nanoparti-
cles illustrates that the measured dielectric constants for
CNTs, silver and iron nanoparticles, are close in proximity.
Considering the unique specification of the material, we
only report the measurement of the dielectric constant of
SWCNTs and not for MWCNTs.
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